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w  How	to	choose	the	right	PHP	version		

w  PHP	7.4	and	8.0	set	the	trend	

w What’s	expected	in	PHP	8.1	

w  How	to	upgrade	and	how	to	try	PHP	8.1	

w  Hints	and	tips	

	

Roadmap for this session 



Choosing the Right 
PHP Release 



w  Each	release	is	fully	supported	for	two	years		
w  Bugs	and	security	issues	are	fixed		
w  Released	in	regular	point	releases	

w  After	two	years:		
w  Supported	only	for	critical	security	issues	
w  Releases	on	an	as-needed	basis	

w  After	three	years	of	support:		
w  Branch	reaches	End	of	Life		
w  No	longer	supported,	even	for	critical	security	issues	

Source:	php.net/supported-versions.php		

PHP.net Lifecycle Support Policy 



Currently Supported PHP versions 



PHP	5.6	
w  It	was	a	good	release,	like	V5R4,	but	it’s	time	to	move	on.	

PHP	7.0-7.3	
w  Performance	improvements.	Moving	out	of	support.	

PHP	7.4		
w  Sweet	spot	for	migrations	in	2021	

PHP	8.0	
w  Aim	to	migrate	by	2022	
w  More	stringent	with	exceptions,	warnings	and	notices	

PHP	8.1	
w  Currently	“Release	Candidate	(RC)	3”	
w  Generally	Available	(GA)	November	25,	2021	

	

	

	

Which version is best for me? 



w  Faster	than	PHP	7.3	out	of	the	box	

w  Security	fixes	

w  A	step	toward	PHP	8.x	
w  If	you	get	your	error	log	clean	in	7.4,	you	are	ready	for	8.0	

w  Popular	today	for	production	applications	on	IBM	i	

PHP 7.4 



w  Evolutionary.	Not	a	radical	change	

w  Almost	like	PHP	7.5	

w  Promotes	cleaner,	more	consistent,	concise	code	
w  https://www.php.net/releases/8.0/		

w  Continues	trend	of		cleaner	code	

PHP 8.0 



w  Continues	trends	of	PHP	7.4	and	8.0	

w  Not	a	big	leap	from	PHP	7.4	or	8.0	
w  If	your	code	is	already	clean	

w  Adds	several	new	good	features	

w  “Fibers”	for	future	framework	concurrent	execution	code	

w  Further	improvements	to	code	quality	

PHP 8.1 



w  “Are	you	allowed	to	talk	about	what’s	coming	next	in	PHP?”	

w  Yes	–	PHP	is	open	source	with	a	transparent	community	process	

w  https://wiki.php.net/todo	

A friend asked me 



PHP 7.4 Recap 



w  Spurred	by	competition	with	Facebook’s	“Hack”	

w  Noticeable	speedup	on	large	sites—pages	“pop”	

w  PHP	7.4	is	a	very	solid	release.	Watch	for	small	warnings	etc	to	
clean	up	

PHP 7.x Faster than PHP 5.x 



PHP 8.0 



PHP 8.0 came out 11/26/2020 



PHP 8 available on IBM i since 11/27/2020 



Very latest (PHP 8.0.11) on IBM i 

https://www.seidengroup.com/communityplus-php-changelog/	



w  The	bane	of	debugging	defeated!	

w @mybadcommand;	

w  The	@	operator	used	to	silently	swallow	fatal	errors	

w Warnings	can	still	be	silenced	by	@	

PHP 8.0 – @ operator tamed 



w match()	
w  https://php.watch/versions/8.0/match-expression	
w  Avoids	common	mistakes	of	the	switch()	expression.	
w  No	more	need	for	“break”	after	every	section	

$status	=	match($request_method)	{		
'post'	=>	$this->handlePost(),		
'get',	'head'	=>	$this->handleGet(),		
default	=>	throw	new	\Exception('Unsupported'),		

};	

PHP 8.0 – match() expression 



w  Determine	if	a	string	contains	a	given	substring	

w  As	my	friend	put	it:		
w  “They	finally	solved	it	in	PHP	8	lol!		
No	more	guessing	what	strpos	is	doing”	

$string = 'The lazy fox jumped over the fence';  
 
if (str_contains($string, 'lazy')) {  
    echo "The string 'lazy' was found in the string\n";  
}

w  https://www.php.net/manual/en/function.str-contains.php	

PHP 8.0 – str_contains() 



w  https://www.php.net/manual/en/language.oop5.decon.php	

w  Use	__construct(),	not	the	class	name.	

w  From	the	PHP	manual:	

w  Old-style	constructors	

w  Prior	to	PHP	8.0.0,	classes	in	the	global	namespace	will	interpret	
a	method	named	the	same	as	the	class	as	an	old-style	
constructor.	That	syntax	is	deprecated,	and	will	result	in	an	
E_DEPRECATED	error	but	still	call	that	function	as	a	constructor.	
If	both	__construct()	and	a	same-name	method	are	defined,	
__construct()	will	be	called.		

PHP 8.0 – constructor names 



w  An	example	of	a	change	for	consistency:	
w  Trailing	comma	in	parameter	list	

PHP 8.0 – more – going for consistency 



w  Examples:	

w  PDO	exceptions	now	the	default	mode	for	errors	
$dsn = 'odbc:DSN=*LOCAL;NAM=1'; 

$options = array(

    PDO::ATTR_PERSISTENT => true, // optional

    PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE => PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION

    );  
$connection = new PDO($dsn, 'user', 'pass', $options);	

w  Divide-by-zero	errors:	exception	instead	of	warning	

w  Using	scalar	value	as	an	array:	Error	exception	instead	of	
warning	

w Many	of	these	became	warnings	in	PHP	7.4,	so	do	clean	up	
those	warnings.	

PHP 8.0 – lets you know about errors 



w  Just	In	Time	(JIT)	compiler:	benefits	may	vary	
w  JIT	component	is	not	available	on	IBM	i	yet	
w  Probably	best	for	long-running	processes,	not	web	pages	
w  Executes	compiled	code	directly	on	hardware	rather	than	in	VM	
w  https://thephp.website/en/issue/php-8-jit/	

w  Even	Zeev	Suraski,	a	prominent	community	member,	advises	
keeping	expectations	in	check	for	the	JIT	

w  But	it	may	help	PHP	move	into	new	areas!	

PHP 8.0 -- JIT 



w  A	readable	guide:	https://kinsta.com/blog/php-8/		

w  Try	PHP	8.0	and	improve	your	code!	

w  Get	in	touch	with	any	issues	or	questions	

	

PHP 8.0 – where to get more info 



PHP 8.1 



PHP 8.1 well along the testing phase 

w  https://wiki.php.net/todo/php81	

		



PHP 8.1 RC3 available on IBM i 

w  Ask	your	PHP	vendor	(e.g.	Seiden	or	Perforce)	

w  https://www.seidengroup.com/communityplus-php-changelog/	



w  New	feature	in	PHP	8.1	that	brings	lightweight	and	controlled	
concurrency	to	PHP	

w  Each	“fiber”	maintains	its	own	stack	

w Mostly	low-level	foundations	for	now.	Frameworks	will	use	it	
later.	

w We	and	other	PHP	builders	have	had	to	update	extensions	such	
as	PDO	to	support	fibers.	

w  https://php.watch/versions/8.1/fibers	

PHP 8.1 – “Fibers” 



w  One	of	our	contributions	got	merged	in	to	PHP	

w  https://github.com/php/php-src/pull/6935	

PHP 8.1 – PDO_ODBC fix 



w  A	trend	begun	in	PHP	8.0	

w  “Resources”	were	a	strange	kind	of	object	

w  If	you	ever	did	var_dump()	on	ibm_db2	connection,	odbc	
connection,	LDAP,	curl,	etc.,	you’d	see	a	string	with	a	resource	
number	

w  In	PHP	8.1,	file_info,	IMAP,	FTP,	Font,	Pspell,	and	LDAP	resources	
change	to	objects.		
w  E.g.	ldap	link	resource	becomes	\LDAP\Connection	class	object	

w  Prepare:	don’t	check	is_resource().	Check	for	not	false	instead.	

PHP 8.1 – Resources to objects 



w  Instructs	PHP	to	flush	its	internal	buffers	out	to	disk	

w  Lets	you	know	if	succeeds	or	fails	

w  No	more	need	to	“wait	and	hope”	before	using	file	elsewhere	
w  $fp = fopen('file.txt', 'w'); fwrite($fp, 'string'); 

var_dump(fsync($fp));   bool(true)

w  https://wiki.php.net/rfc/fsync_function	

PHP 8.1 – fsync() 



w  Enum	=	an	enumerated	type	that	has	a	fixed	number	of	possible	
values	

w Makes	for	self-documenting	code	

w  Solves	the	“magic	values”	problem	

PHP 8.1 – Enumerations 



w  From	https://php.watch/versions/8.1/enums	

	

PHP 8.1 – Enumeration example 

enum Suit {
    case Clubs;
    case Diamonds;
    case Hearts;
    case Spades;
}

function pick_card(Suit $suit) {}

pick_card(Suit::Clubs);
pick_card(Suit::Diamonds);
pick_card(Suit::Hearts);
pick_card(Suit::Spades);



w  “Sodium	is	a	modern,	easy-to-use	software	library	for	
encryption,	decryption,	signatures,	password	hashing	and	more.	
Its	goal	is	to	provide	all	of	the	core	operations	needed	to	build	
higher-level	cryptographic	tools.	“	

w  New	functions	for	XChaCha20	and	Ristretto255	algorithms	

w  Sodium	lets	PHP	keep	up	with	security	with	this	built-in	
extension	

PHP 8.1 – new sodium functions  



w  Curl	now	supports	DNS	Over	HTTPS	(DOH)	

w  Considered	more	secure	because	HTTPS	is	encrypted.	
$ch = curl_init('https://example.com');  
curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_DOH_URL, 'https://dns.google/dns-query');  
curl_exec($ch);

w  Publically	availalble	DOH	servers:	
w  https://github.com/curl/curl/wiki/DNS-over-HTTPS		

PHP 8.1 – curl security feature (DOH) 



w  Using	https://github.com/vanilla-php/benchmark-php	
w  Not	a	real-world	application;	no	database	use;	just	PHP	

Performance tests 



RPM-based  
PHP Upgrade Process 



w  https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/php-ibm-i	lists	several	
options	

PHP your way 



Open Source Package Management 

w  All	is	working	if	you	see	a	list	of	packages	!	



w  Enhancements	in	7.x:	
w  https://www.php.net/manual/en/migration70.new-features.php		

w  Your	code	should	“just	work”	with	a	few	exceptions	
w  https://www.seidengroup.com/2017/07/24/resources-for-upgrading-to-

php-7-on-ibm-i/			
w  Old	mysql_*	functions	should	be	updated	to	mysqli_*	or	PDO	
w  Old	regular	expression	syntax	“ereg()”		was	removed	
w  PHPExcel	to	PHPSpreadsheet	
w  Clean	up	notices	and	warnings	

w  RPM-based	PHP	uses	path	/QOpenSys/pkgs/bin/php	
	

Upgrading from PHP 5.6 to PHP 7.x 



w  Yum	update	does	the	upgrade	

w Make	sure	your	code	is	clean	in	PHP	7.4	
w  No	deprecations	or	warnings	in	error	logs	

w  8.1:	
w  https://www.php.net/manual/en/migration81.php	
w  "This	new	minor	version	brings	with	it	a	number	of	new	features	
and	a	few	incompatibilities	that	should	be	tested	for	before	
switching	PHP	versions	in	production	environments.	"	

	

Upgrading from PHP 7.x to 8.x 



w Minutes	instead	of	hours	

w  No	FTP’ing,	unzipping,	SAVFs	

w  Industry-standard	Yum	command	
w  Same	as	other	current	IBM	i	open	source	
w  Standard	IBM	/QOpenSys/pkgs	location	

w  Quick	upgrades	
w  yum update	

w  Gain	even	more	speed	by	automating	/	scripting	the	installation	
w  Customization	for	your	country/user	base	is	possible	

Quick installation 



Flexible 

w Choose																									or	

w Existing	Apache	and	FastCGI	configs	still	work!		

w Multiple	web	server	instances	for	different	
workloads	

w Test	RPM-based	PHP	in	parallel	with	previous	
generation	of	Zend	Server	

w  Install	multiple	versions	via	chroot	



w  RPM	PHP	is	64-bit,	while	previous	PHP	was	32-bit		

w What	does	that	mean?	
w  More	memory,	no	more	memory	dump	errors	

w  Good-bye,	“LDR_CNTRL”	memory	hack!	

More bits = more data without errors 



w  PHP	and	MySQL	are	foundations	of	WordPress	and	many	
internet	sites	

w MariaDB	is	a	good	substitute	for	MySQL	and	ZendDBI	

w  These	run	on	most	platforms,	including	IBM	i	
	
	
	

PHP and MySQL 



w  IBM	delivers	MariaDB	(replacement	for	MySQL)	via	Yum	

w  Replacement	for	ZendDBi	

w  https://www.seidengroup.com/php-documentation/using-mariadb-with-
communityplus-php/		

Good news for MySQL users 



w  PHPCompatibility:	https://github.com/PHPCompatibility/PHPCompatibility		

A tool we use before upgrades 

Tells	you	which	lines	
will	have	a	warning	or	
error	in	an	older	or	
newer	version	of	PHP	



w  Rector:	
https://getrector.org/blog/2020/04/16/how-to-migrate-from-phpexcel-to-
phpspreadsheet-with-rector-in-30-minutes		

Rector refactoring tool 



Update easily and often 



w  Use	the	yum	command:	
w  yum update 

w  Or	ACS	“Updates	available”	
tab 

Easy updates using Yum 



“yum update” command 



w We	suggest	scheduling	regular	environment	reviews	with	your	
team	

w  Seiden	support	provides	
PHP	Tune-Up	system	reviews		
with	hands-on	update	help	
w  Keeps	you	running	smoothly	

w  IBM	offers	OSPRI	to	keep	you	
informed	of	updates	in		
open	source		
w  https://ibm.biz/OSS-support		

How to stay updated? 



w  Upcoming	meetup	(Oct	14)	on	PHP	8.1	with	Derek	Rethans	
w  https://www.meetup.com/PHPMiNDS-in-Nottingham/events/
280985117/	

w  Before/after	page	with	PHP	8.1	examples:	
w  https://stitcher.io/blog/php-81-before-and-after	

w Webinar	recording	on	automated	refactoring	
w  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pUwOtEWSkM	

w  Attend	PowerUp	“Ask	the	Experts”	tomorrow,	Oct.	6,	5pm	Central	
time:		
w  https://powerup2021.sched.com/event/nOTv/networking-event-ask-
the-experts	

More info 



w  Ask	your	tough	questions!	

w  Or	even	beginner	questions!	

w  Any	questions!	
	
	
	

To	access	CP+	PHP:		
https://www.seidengroup.com/communityplus-php-for-ibm-i/		

To	set	up	a	free	migration	assessment	with	Alan:	
https://www.seidengroup.com/free-php-upgrade-assessment/		

Q & A 

PHP	in	an	RPM	Package	



About Seiden Group  
(the commercial) 



•  Modernization	using		
open	source	on	the	IBM	i	platform	

•  Develop	applications	for	busy	IT	
departments	

•  Node.js	/	Python	/	PHP	with	RPG/
DB2	

•  CommunityPlus+	PHP	

Seiden Group 



w  License-free	PHP	with	optional	paid	support	
w  Excellent	performance	
w  Compatible	with	PHP	Frameworks	such	as	Zend	Framework,	
Laminas	

w  Frequent	enhancements	
w  PHP	7.3,	7.4,	8.0,	Toolkit,	mail(),	intl,	many	more	components		
w  https://www.seidengroup.com/communityplus-php-changelog/	

w  Open	Source	Stewardship	
w  Seiden	Group	maintains	and	enhances	ibm_db2	/	PDO_IBM	

w  To	access	CP+	PHP:		
w  https://www.seidengroup.com/communityplus-php-for-ibm-i/	

CommunityPlus+ PHP 



w  Frequent	updates:	PHP	7.3,	7.4,	8.x	

w  Seiden	Group	maintains	“missing”	modules	
w  64-bit	Ibm_db2,	Ldap,	Zip,	ssh2,	intl	
w  mail()	with	standard	sendmail	

w  Also	CommunityPlus+…	
w  Installs	PHP	Toolkit	
w  Includes	updated	release	of	Zend	

Framework	1	for	legacy	compatibility	
w  Provides	digitally	signed	RPMs	(security)	
w  Sets	optimized	.ini	settings	for	IBM	i		

CP+ offers what you want in PHP 



w  Compatible	with	other	PHP	distributions	
w  Quick	migration,	especially	with	modern	PHP	versions	

w  Use	Yum	to	update	and	install	from	CommunityPlus+	or	others	

w We	use	all	standard,	open	source	components.	Nothing	
proprietary	

w  Gives	you	options	(no	lock-in)	

w  Verified	for	use	with:	

CommunityPlus+ Compatibility 



w  Trusted	setup	and	support	by	Seiden	Group	
w  https://www.seidengroup.com/php-ibm-i-production-support/	

w  Installation	service	via	screen	share	for	$995	USD	
w  Learn	alongside	Seiden	Group	PHP	experts	

w  Upgrade	to	PHP	7.x	or	8.x,	migration	and	testing	services	

w  CommunityPlus+	Business	
w  Developer	Productivity	Package	
w  Proactive	Tune-Ups	
w  Production	break/fix	support	(up	to	24x7)	

w  Full-stack	help	with	PHP,	Apache,	Db2	connectivity,	MariaDb,	Toolkit	
w  Framework	upgrade	consulting	

Professional CommunityPlus+ Support 



Apache Magic for IBM i Alan Seiden Consulting Alan Seiden Consulting 

Contact	

Alan	Seiden 	 	 		
Seiden	Group	
Ho-Ho-Kus,	NJ	
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alan@seidengroup.com				●				201-447-2437			●				Twitter:	@alanseiden	

Free	tips	and	strategy	
newsletter:		
http://
seidengroup.com/tips	



Alan	Seiden	
Seiden	Group	
Ho-Ho-Kus,	NJ	
	
alan@seidengroup.com	
201-447-2437	
twitter:	@alanseiden	
	
	

w  Stay	in	Touch:		seidengroup.com/tips	

Contact | Stay in Touch 


